
Winged Deer Gold  

(Par 60)(Front 30)(Back 30) 

(Holes 2,3,5,6,7,9,10,12,13,14,15,and 17 have zero changes) 

Hole 1 (par 4) 

Mando left of marked tree. Temp tee box marked by flags located in back left corner of parking 

lot plays to hole 1’s basket. Surrounded by concrete is O.B. (Tee box doesn’t count). Hole 1’s 

original tee box is the Drop zone. Proceed to drop zone with a 1 stroke penalty for missed 

mandos and tee shots coming to rest O.B. Player may choose to tee from 1’s original tee box 

with a stroke penalty instead of throwing from hole 1’s temp tee box  

Hole 4 (par 4) 

Hole 4’s tee box to temp basket located across the park entrance road. Surrounded by concrete 

is O.B. Park road plays as a river, Carroll Creek Rd and across is O.B. Gravel parking lot is NOT 

O.B. 

Hole 8 (par 4) 

Mando Left of marked tree. Proceed to drop zone with a 1 stroke penalty  for missed mandos. 

Drop zone is located left of the mando tree marked by flags .Temp tee box located near Carroll 

Creek Road plays to temp basket located across park service road near maintenance building. 

Carroll Creek Road and across is O.B. Park service road plays as a creek and is O.B. Disc’s coming 

to rest inside fenced area or on top of maintenance building are O.B.   

Hole 11 (par 3) 

Temp tee box, located behind hole 11’s original tee box ,marked by flags, plays to hole 11’s 

basket. Softball field is O.B.  

Hole 16 (Par 4) 

Hole 16’s tee box plays to temp basket located past hole 16’s long pin position.  

Hole 18 (Par 5) 

Hole 18’s tee box plays to the practice basket. Park road is NOT O.B. Main Parking Lot is O.B. 

Grass island in parking lot is NOT O.B. Painted line marks where park rd ends and parking lot 

begins.  


